
Certify on Your Own Clock
Code your entire payments system in a weekend!

TSYS progressively seeks out endeavors to support partners who 

place a high value on efficiency, convenience, security and reliability. 

In an ongoing effort to exceed your expectations, we are proud to 

offer the new TSYS Parse Tool℠, designed to help VARs quickly 

deliver future-proof EMV® solutions to the market.

What You Need to Know
TSYS has developed a proprietary solution that will guide POS 

developers through integration with tremendous ease. The TSYS 

Parse Tool not only accommodates EMV certifications, but has been 

built to support all of your TSYS projects. The tool allows you to 

pretest at will, making your experience more efficient and extremely 

convenient. 

Developed by TSYS, this innovative tool takes the guesswork out of 

certification testing by deciphering extensive, time-consuming 

transactions for you. Conveniently integrated with TSYS’ current 

certification environment, you can access with ease – no additional 

hoops to jump through – using the TSYS Partner Portal, your one-

stop developer resource. This secure tool is always within reach, both 

day and night, whenever it’s most beneficial for you. The TSYS Parse 

Tool empowers VAR partners to:

• Test a full range of authorization and response scenarios
• Eliminate errors and gain productivity with real-time results
• Complete magstripe development in hours rather than days
• Significantly reduce EMV certification steps and time
• Reduce overall implementation costs
• Increase your speed to market

Plus, the TSYS Parse Tool allows VARs to validate their payments 

ecosystems in a familiar, user-friendly workspace that allows for a true 

unattended testing environment– making it even easier to certify your 

TSYS payments solution. 



within the TSYS Parse Tool. The EMV decoder ring quickly reads and 

deciphers Tag Length Value (TLV) codes, which include EMV, giving 

developers a more in-depth analysis of EMV transactions. This 

decoder ring not only immediately identifies coding errors, but also 

provides concise, clear-cut direction for a more efficient, streamlined, 

trouble-shooting process.

As a whole, the TSYS Parse Tool dramatically improves the quality, 

efficiency and speed of card and payment testing, giving VARs the 

peace of mind that their POS solutions will qualify for TSYS 

certification on the first attempt. Gain an edge on the competition by 

offering your merchants a quick-to-market payments solution that will 

enhance their customers’ overall experience.

Becoming TSYS certified can provide opportunities to expand your 

merchant base, improve merchant retention and provide secure 

solutions to your merchants. This can translate into potentially 

increased revenue and a greater partnership value for you.

We understand the cost, time and complexity you’re facing. That’s 

why when you are certifying your payments solutions with TSYS, 

you’ll pay considerably less than with other payments processors. We 

have your interests in mind – not your wallets.

Expedite Your EMV Solutions

The TSYS Parse Tool was designed with our valued partners in mind, 

offering an improved EMV certification experience.  To specifically 

maximize EMV testing efficiency, we’ve built a special component 




